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Powerful Keys to Spiritual Sight is a book that explains effective things that you can do to open your

spiritual eyes. Prayer and Fasting ~ Waiting on God ~ Imagination ~ Passion & Desire ~

Atmosphere These are all things that play a part in the opening of our spiritual eyes. This book

seeks to explain in simple and strait-forward terms how to apply all these things in a practical

manner so that you know what to do and how to do it. This Pocketbook Series Book is a distillation

of the principles set forth in the Best-Seller :"How to See in the Spirit" This smaller, pocket sized

edition was created specifically as a resource that would be small enough to carry around and yet

still contain all the principles that would convey this powerful message. **If You Have Read "How To

See In The Spirit" You Do Not Need To Read This Book** (Although the explanations and examples

are somewhat different, the revelation is the same. Pocketbooks : Little Books That Carry A Big

Impact
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I will say first off that this book is geared to those that are hungry for more of God's presence. The

material contained has been tested by author Michael Van Vlymen and he shares his experiences

and keys to tapping into the supernatural like never before. In focusing on the eternal unseen, he

points out in 2 Corinthians 4:18 a whole dimension of the Spirit can be grasped.Learn how to

cultivate a lifestyle of worship, praying in tongue's, and waiting on the Lord by sitting before Him in

silence. These are habits that must be practiced regularly. The author believes it is vital to establish

the atmosphere over your home by pleading the blood of Jesus and anointing your home with oil.

He recommends praise music often and saturating homes and families in prayer.I was amazed at all

that can be unveiled in the spirit realm when one puts these principles to practice. Although a deep

desire to hear from God to experience sounds, smells, feelings, and visitations are needed, that is

not all. Van Vlymen also talks about spiritual veils that cover our eyes created by sins, fears,

traumas, doubt, and other things. We must put a guard over our thoughts and keep them pure and

clean so that clear channels are open to receiving all from God.This is not a book to just read.

Rather, it will only be effective if the strategies are worked at. Along with this book are other works

by this author that will enhance your Christian walk. Author Michael Van Vlymen is also a speaker

with passion to share the supernatural things of God with others.

I love, love, love this book, typos and all! There is such a need for the practical in all things Kingdom

for most of us if we are to really be able to experience it to the degree that we hunger for. Flowy,

eloquent metaphors and bright starry descriptions of experiences are nice, but they rarely do more

than make me marvel at what someone else's experience with our Daddy is like. Michael, I know

that there is a price for putting things out there that actually help those of us in the body of Christ

who yearn to know Him in an experiential way--have a real relationship with Him where He lives

("Come up here!"). The enemy would love it if our Jesus just stayed on the pages of an ancient

book. Thank you from the bottom of my heart for putting it out there anyway!

This is a very simple yet powerful tool in the hands of anyone who longs to see in the spirit. I highly

recommend this to new believers as well as those who may already have some experience with

seeing in the spirit. The spirit realm will open up to you as you read. This book has a tangible

anointing as do all of the books that I have read by the author.

Very well written and concise. Easy to read and follow. Each section is short and to the point. This

book will help you grow in your ability to interact with the spirit realm -- IF you engage in exercising



what he suggests. I highly recommend you read this book. Get your copy today! :)

This is one of the absolute best books I have ever read about seeing in the spiritual realm, and

getting much closer to God. I absolutely recommend this book to everyone who is wanting to grow

in the Lord.

This book is for people who hunger to know about things in the Spirit. When Adam and Eve sinned

"Their Eyes were Opened", which should not have happened. Our Lord Jesus Redeemed us, hence

we can have what Adam had..and much more better!!!

I love that this book gives you practical steps to take on a daily basis. The author is very down to

earth and you feel like an old friend is giving you some great tips to help you increase your spiritual

sight. Thank you Michael!

I am truly grateful for your advice and pointing out everything a person will need to do to continue on

their journey towards God Jesus and the Angels. You have helped me and you also warned me

about having faith don't question myself trust that faith of mine that GOD is with me because GOD

provided it one night he awaken me from an attack and my husband prayed over me and my

daughter who was also attached he read from a war prayer book that we got from our priest so

thank you you are helping God get through to us hard head's GOD BLESS YOU AND YOUR

FAMILY
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